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Why the S-Drive?

The S-Drive is a Wellness business opportunity for
anyone interested in generating multiple income
streams quickly and effectively, with minimal
training.

An affordable investment into the cellular weakness
industry with our ‘breakthrough German
technology’ could enable you to improve direct
sales of nutritional products and services in a more
personal and professional way.

Cell Wellbeing operates an ‘unparalleled’ distribution program for those who want to build a
successful business in the wellness industry, with minimal investment that often produces a
speedy return on investment.

For wellness professionals there’s the opportunity to boost their client knowledge with new
and insightful information. A focus more on prevention, by identifying cell weaknesses long
before they become physical expressions of symptoms opens up vast new markets and
opportunities.

All using the latest in technological advancements, powerful Environmental Indexing
programs to make it quick, affordable and non-invasive.

Additional consumer benefits of – ‘look younger, longer’ or ‘detect the cell weakness before
it’s expressed as a symptom’ and you have the most potent-sales and business-friendly tool
available in the market.

The Environmental S-Drive

The S-Drive is NEW wellness technology which connects users
to our Environmental Indexing Centre in Germany.

The portable device installs through a USB connection to a PC or
laptop and with an internet connection you are ready to begin.

The device has a user friendly operating software that allows
you to scan your client’s hair samples and send the data via the
internet connection for assessment.

The resulting Environmental Statements are delivered back to your
S-Drive software inbox within 12 minutes, giving you almost instant
access to a host of useful information.

The S-Drive’s coil records a section of the personal sine wave
emissions from hair with the root bulb attached and digitises this

information before sending it to Germany for analysis.
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Why wave Information?

The recording and assessment of personal sine wave signatures is a breakthrough-technique
that has limitless potential to assist people make positive changes to their wellbeing. It
encompasses the environmental information from the dynamic wave emission intensities of
a body with 7 Octillion atoms, billions of cells and thousands of cellular interactions, every
second, in each cell.

Each environmental impact is reflected in this cascade of information. A
useful analogy of this effect could be viewed as a pebble thrown into a pond
and causing ripples which radiate out. These ripples (waves) carry much
more information about the potential impact of the environment than just
looking at the pebble alone and are constantly moving, interacting and
adapting to all of the other environmental waves in the pond, before they
fade away.

The Cell Wellbeing indexing technology allows us to understand the
interactions of impacts from the whole environmental picture and
not just see each impacting wave or even the pebble in isolation. It is
this information which provides users with new and completely
different views of their living environment.

Fresh hair information (tested in the first 3 minutes) is of particular
interest for those who are keen on a preventative, ongoing, anti-aging nutritional strategy.
This type of information is most readily gathered when four strands of hair and their roots
are tested within 3 minutes of being plucked from the client and in many cases reflect issues
before they present physically. The hair and their roots should be plucked from the nape of
the neck.

Indications of nutritional issues are showing in this type of signature wave’s information
before they appear as a physical need or actual deficiency. The returned Environmental
Statement could indicate that there is a high probability that some of the nutritional stores
are empty when the blood or tissues show normal levels. As the signature waves are not a
physical measure but a carrier of information they display a different picture of what may
need addressing. Knowing this, allows people to consider pre-emptive measures against
premature ageing, correct potential cell weaknesses and other issues associated with a poor
nutritional environment.

Hair roots natural sine waves signatures, like all nature’s sine
waves, decay quickly after removal from the body and the
information changes with it over a short period of time. It is
therefore imperative to test the roots and their attached hair
strands within three minutes of them being plucked from the
nape of the neck.
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Hair testing after three minutes and up to 5 days will reflect more of the environmental
information accumulated over time in the hair strands signature waves. After 5 days the
amplitude of the signals are too small to be of significant value, rather like a tuning forks
diminishing sound waves.  This accumulated information may assist in alerting us to
environmental impacts which have gone unnoticed and could affect the body’s ability to
reach its full natural age potential and other limiting factors.

At the end of the S-Drives digitising process the hairs Sign waves are no longer able to
resonate correctly. All the hair tested should then be destroyed, as they are of no further
value in producing reports.

Environmental Indexing

The digitised sine wave information is de-coded and
replayed at our German Indexing Centre. The replayed
sine waves produce information regarding the
environmental influences that CWB would like to assess.
The multiple wave information is compared for points of
coherence, during which a powerful algorithmic program
scores and classifies the resulting sine wave data.

We can see from the multiple signature wave information that there are certain
environmental influences which stand out as being of higher relevance than others. These
could be viewed as a disharmony of musical notes, which are picked out of an orchestral
symphony or an individual instrument. The more clearly and commonly certain notes are
heard, the more highly probable that they play a significant role for the individual being
tested. However, these notes are not symptoms but the effects of weakening cells which
have not yet incubated or manifested to become a symptom.

The indexing program ranks the intensities, before using the data to generate the charts
contained in the Environmental Statements.

Environmental Statements

Each statement is a record of the personal environmental influences which could be
impacting a person as seen through the information from their sine wave signature
emissions at the time the hair was scanned. It covers the following categories and items.

 Vitamins x 16 most common
 Minerals x 16 most common
 Essential Fatty Acids x 3
 Antioxidant x 13 groups
 Amino Acids x 23
 Toxins – Chemicals, Radiation, Toxic Metals
 Microbiology – Bacteria, Fungus, Moulds/Spores, Parasites, Virus
 EMF & ELF x 14 major categories
 Foods and food additives – those foods and additives to avoid
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The 9 assessed categories are ranked according to their overall status within the group.

The aggregated scores present a picture of which categories are possibly having the highest
impact and these are marked as ‘priorities’ and below these we have the secondary
categories marked ‘advisory’. This provides some depth to the information which helps
users to focus on supporting the cells in the most productive way.

Within each category that highlighted, we number the items according to their priority rank,
again making it easier to see where to start with nutritional protocols.

The summary page captures all of this information in one easy-to-read table, listed in
priority order with suggested actions.

Try the 90-day Protocol

It is also important to follow a 90-day food avoidance and nutritional program before re-
scanning hair samples. Although the wave information is extremely dynamic, the physical
impact of the changes made to diet and nutrition will take longer to evolve. The body has to
produce proteins, which have to produce cells, which have to repair tissues and systems,
which finally have a physical effect on the entire body. The optimum time for these
metabolic processes is 90-days, which is why we suggest this protocol.

Using Environmental Statements

Using the Environmental Statements reduces some of
the guess work out of the nutritional supply process.

Many ranges have extensive product selection,
covering a huge array of nutrients and wellness
areas. Most of these have some possible benefit to
the user but wouldn’t you rather know which of
these has the highest probability of influence?

One statement, every 90-days, gives you all the
information that you need to guide your customers
to the best purchases for them at that time. Helping
to create the optimum nutritional environment for
each person will allow their genes to express in a

positive way, to correct imbalances and cell weakness
before they become physical illnesses.

For health professionals, the statements provide a fast
and affective way to get an overview of many
underlying issues all in one place. Although not
considered a physical diagnosis, the information
indicates the areas of highest probability for attention
or other exploratory tests and screens.
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When conventional treatments are not working or other pathologies do not seem to fit with
the symptoms or history of the person, you may find a wider scope of information helpful.
The body may be concealing toxins or microbiological impacts; giving false-negative blood
readings or just not responding. All of these could be useful opportunities to assess the
information environment for signs of weakness or imbalance.


